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Managing Client Insurability and
End-of-Life Planning
by Melanie Stafford

W
Who:

Carolyn McClanahan, M.D., CFP®

What: Emergency room doctor
turned financial planner

“I have this list
of things I want to do in the world,
and one of them is to educate
financial planners on how to
become comfortable with more
difficult conversations, especially
regarding death and dying and
end-of-life planning. Because, in all
honesty, once somebody sees that
you’re comfortable with it, they
become more comfortable with it.”

What’s on HER Mind:

Podcast: Check out our
podcast with Carolyn
McClanahan at www.
FPAnet.org/Journal/Home/
PodcastPage.
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hat can financial planners
learn from physicians?
Carolyn McClanahan, who
fills both pairs of shoes, can tell you
how to help clients stay insurable by
managing their medical records, how to
plan for the end of life the way doctors
do, and what you need to know about
the Affordable Care Act of 2010.
McClanahan founded Life Planning
Partners Inc. in Jacksonville, Florida,
in 2004. Financial Planning magazine
named her a “Mover and Shaker” in
2009 for her work on proactive insurance planning, and in 2010 Medical
Economics magazine included her firm
in “Best Financial Advisers for Doctors.”
She serves on the National Board of
Directors of the National Association of
Personal Financial Planners (NAPFA).
McClanahan writes a blog for Forbes
called “The Quest for Simplicity” in
which she often takes controversial
positions on health care. She remains a
practicing physician and volunteers her
services at homeless shelters.

1. What inspired you to redirect your
career from the medical profession to
financial planning? How do the professions differ, and how are they similar?

My husband’s parents died while we
were fairly young, and he inherited
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a little bit of money, so I helped him
invest all that. He was an engineer and
didn’t like being an engineer and didn’t
want to go back to that, so he tried to
find a financial planner to help us figure
out whether he could quit and be a photographer and a track coach. Everybody
we interviewed, he rejected—it was
all about just the investments or sales,
and it really wasn’t about the planning,
which was very disappointing.
So I went back to [financial planning] school for fun, and then I just
saw this huge need, and it was a
passion. I fell in love with financial
planning, so here I am.
[The two professions are] way more
similar than you’d ever imagine. Both
do a great job of helping people take
care of themselves. Both operate on
uncertainty. We really can’t predict the
future. Both require measuring risk and
rewards, and really, if financial planning
is done correctly, it’s practiced the same
way medicine is.
You have to get the clients’ story to
understand what’s going on, which
is basically getting a medical history.
Then you look at all their data, so that’s
like doing a physical exam, and then
you come up with their list of issues,
which is like coming up with their list
of diagnoses, and then you prescribe
treatments. You’re just doing it with a
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different system of their lives—their
financial system instead of their health
system.
The biggest difference is just the body
of knowledge. I think most people feel
that good health is more important than
good finances, which is true; if you don’t
have good health, then whether you
have money or not a lot of times doesn’t
matter.
The other big difference—the beauty
of financial planning for me—is you get
to pick your clients, and in medicine,
you take everybody who comes to the
door. Most people are beautiful inside,
and they’ve had some pain, and so they
don’t always manifest their emotional
and physical pain in nice ways, and you
can’t turn them away.

2. You’ve stated that a financial planner must “first do no harm.” How does
the fiduciary standard help planners
uphold this principle?
Financial planning is still very early in
becoming a profession, and there are
two things that hold it back: one, the
lack of clear career paths for people
entering the profession, and second, a
lack of a strong fiduciary standard still. I
know we’re getting there, and I think it’s
going to be a jigsaw puzzle on the way to
getting there, but we will.
In medicine as we know it today, it
took about a century to happen. Back in
the old days, medicine was all snake oil
salesmen, and people don’t realize that.
So if you compare medicine to financial
planning, we’re probably still in the first
half of the century. I think the profession does a disservice to itself by tying so
much of what we do to investments or
sales; only by doing good financial planning can we be strong fiduciaries for
our clients. So that’s where the fiduciary
standard is so important, in first doing
no harm.
You’ve got to understand how you’re
helping people, and to do that, we need
www.FPAnet.org/Journal

to train financial planners so they can
be more comfortable focusing on the
clients and not as much focusing on
the investments and the products. So
my dream for this profession is that we
create three-year standardized residencies that people do to fulfill their CFP
experience requirement. By having that
process, that’s how we pass down our
body of knowledge—we create clear
career paths—because then you have
people who are really well trained to
be planners, and then we can become
stronger fiduciaries.

3. You serve many doctors in your

financial planning practice. Do you find
they approach long-term-care planning
differently than your non-physician
clients?
Doctors are more circumspect about
the end of life, and that makes them
approach planning differently. It makes
some a little more cavalier—“Oh, we’ll
deal with it when the time comes.” But
those same types will basically end their
lives, not purposely through suicide,
but they’ll let themselves go quickly and
more peacefully and not spend a lot of
money fighting it. That’s their plan.
They’re really good at looking at
their health risk, which is actually what
we do with all our clients. If you have
somebody who is really overweight, and
they have poor health to begin with, that
person’s probably going to have less of
a long-term-care need than somebody
who is totally healthy and has a higher
risk for dementia.
Most of my physicians are health nuts,
and they know that their biggest risk is
becoming disabled through something
like dementia. So they plan financially.
Some of them buy long-term-care
insurance; some of them don’t. For the
most part they do really good end-of-life
planning, so hopefully it won’t be a
financially traumatic event.
Not only do they have advance

directives, they do a much better job of
spelling out exactly what they want and
why, and it helps families make better
decisions. We use ethical wills. We do a
good job of recording what our clients
really want so the family can’t argue
when it happens.

4. You’ve said that “one requirement
of becoming a client in our practice
is the desire to address all parts of a
financial life plan, which includes end-oflife planning.” Do your clients commit to
that in writing, and how are those issues
addressed?
Indeed we do get that in writing, and we
have a set of client engagement standards. You can go on our website and
actually find them under client forms.
So if we have a potential client, we go
through those engagement standards
with them.
[The standards] explain what clients
can expect from us, what we do, and
also what we expect from clients. One
of those engagement standards says
you agree to participate in all parts of
the financial life planning process. So
they know what they’re getting into up
front, and actually, every client we’ve
ever signed since we started using those
engagements [is an] ideal client.

5. Does your firm partner with

outside experts in Medicare law and
long-term-care options? What do you
recommend for practitioners who are
not health-care specialists?
We use a lot of outside assistance. To
me, there’s no way you can keep up with
it all for long-term care. As far as the
process to determine whether somebody
needs long-term-care insurance, we
do that in-house. Part of that, though,
is looking at health risk [and] looking
at family structure and what resources
they are going to have available at the
end of life. After we’ve determined that
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somebody does have a long-term-care
need, we have quite a few agents we go
to, and they keep us up to date on what
the latest products and features are.
We compare those, and that’s how we
address the long-term-care need.
As far as the Medicare need, we know
the overall rules, and again we have
one really good health insurance agent
we use that helps out with all of those.
There are services out there that will
help you figure out what your clients’
Medicare, Medigap, and Medicare D
needs are. If you don’t feel comfortable
in doing that, definitely reach out to
those resources.

6. You’ve said you “dream of a single

[health-care] system that would cover
the ‘basics’ … similar to Medicare with
Medigap coverage.” Can you elaborate?
One of the things people don’t realize
is that regular health insurance, as it’s
done today, doesn’t really fit the true
definition of insurance, because insurance is supposed to cover events that
happen infrequently.
We all get sick, and we all need health
care, and if you look at the cost—how
much we spend in this country on health
care today—it’s incredible. We spend
thousands of dollars more per person per
year than any other country. Currently
we spend $3,660 in taxpayer money for
each person in the United States. The
problem is it’s applied very inequitably
because we have so many different
systems, rules, regulations—and our
overhead is so high because of it.
We could have one simple base
system that’s not even based on insurance—everybody goes to the doctor
without it being an insurance event—it’s
just paid for through taxpayer money,
no more than what we’re paying now for
those people that are afraid. It’s a system
that provides a fair base for everybody to
get basic health care that they need, and
it would have very defined benefits—it
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wouldn’t cover everything. For people
who have the money to pay for it,
[they’d] buy insurance to cover anything
the base system doesn’t cover.

7. You encourage people to be as
vigilant about their medical records as
they are about their credit records, and
assertive about correcting any misinformation. How can financial planners help
their clients do this?
The biggest place where this comes into
effect is when somebody applies for
insurance, because that’s where you always
find out there’s something in the medical
record people didn’t know they had, or
people don’t divulge things they have.
I teach financial planners the questions
to ask to see if their clients are really
healthy and to encourage their clients to
go to the doctor and review the medical
records to make certain they understand
and have updated all of their diagnoses.
If there’s something on there they don’t
understand, it’s so much easier to get a
physician to correct a record in advance
of them applying for insurance. If the
person applies, and there’s this mistake in
the record and then they get denied, that
just raises a bunch of fences and it’s so
hard to get it fixed.
If we had a nationalized electronic
medical record, the patients would have
access to their records in that system.
They would know everything in their
records already. They could pull it up on
the Internet so they can see it themselves, and that would make it easier for
them to manage the information about
themselves.

8. You’ve called for such a national-

ized electronic medical record. Are
there any concerns about data security
breaches affecting patients’ privacy with
this kind of system?
Well, there have been worries about
security breaches since the Internet
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came into being; that horse left the barn
years ago. Paper records were never
secure. People lose them, they’re easy to
copy, and they’re easy for [other] people
to look at. With a nationalized electronic medical record—whether people
believe it or not—the best protector of
security and our information system is
the government. Right now what we
have is multiple companies creating
electronic medical records. I would trust
one entity, like the government, over
[many] entities.
[The record] should be accessed by
biometrics. I would’ve dreamed of this
as an ER doctor when I got a person
coming in comatose—wouldn’t it have
been great if I could do a thumbprint on
my chart and pull up everything about
that person?

9. Studies have shown that in terms

of cognitive ability, clients’ “sweet spot”
for making complex financial decisions
may be in their early 50s, and their
faculties decline after that. How do you
suggest financial planners advise clients
with age-related cognitive decline or
even dementia?
What we do early in our engagement
with our clients is say, “If we’re ever
concerned about your ability to manage
your finances, or if there’s something
that just worries us about you, who
should we contact to let them know
we’re concerned?” Almost everybody
will let you talk to somebody.
I don’t address it first off with brandnew clients. You’ve got to have a level of
rapport. Once we have that down, we
start talking about it. “What happens if
you can’t do this; what happens if you
can’t do that?” And then we make it a
point to meet those [contact] people.
I have a client whose sister lives down
in south Florida, and that’s who’s going
to be in charge of all his stuff should
something happen to him. When I
was in south Florida a few weeks ago,
www.FPAnet.org/Journal
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I stopped in to meet her. [The client
is] doing great—he’s not even close to
needing any help—but it’s just good to
touch base so they know who you are.

10. The Supreme Court is considering
the constitutionality of the Affordable
Care Act. You’ve read it cover to cover
and expressed strong opinions. What
should the Court uphold, and what
should it strike?

I wish they would strike down the
individual mandate, and that’s it.
Because that would allow all the good
parts of the law, like the preventivecare provisions, the care of chronic
illness provisions, the medical care
homes, the move to electronic medical
records—that will allow all of that to
move forward, and, in reality, that’s
been moving. People don’t realize
how much of the law has already been

implemented under their noses. But
the good news is it’s all the good parts.
And we’ve spent billions on that, so if
they strike down the entire law—all
those programs—we’ll have spent
billions needlessly.
You hear this “repeal and replace.”
Well, nobody has shown us any replacement program. There’s really no good
vision out there for if we repeal this.
What would we replace it with? The
reason I want the individual mandate
struck down is that would give us the
opportunity to go back to the drawing
board and change how we did this whole
insurance thing, because it was a mess.
The people who say we shouldn’t have
an individual mandate—well, what are
they going to do for all those people who
don’t have health-care coverage? We
need a better vision and a better plan.
It’s unfortunate. We’re all used to who
we’re around all the time, especially

financial planners—they’re surrounded
by mostly wealthy people, so they don’t
realize how bad it is out there for the
waitresses, the people who work at
Walmart, or the construction workers.
I volunteer in a homeless shelter, and I
promise you, not all those people want
to be homeless or have drug and alcohol
abuse. That’s a lot of people’s view of
the homeless—that they’re just no-good
people—and that’s not true. That’s why,
to me, starting over and creating a base
system where somebody at least gets
basic acute and preventive care and care
of the common chronic illnesses—it
would cost us less than $3,000 per year
per person to do that.

Melanie Stafford is a senior editor at FPA. Contact her
at Melanie.Stafford@FPAnet.org.
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